
The strong and bold signature POLICE timepiece 
styling has been softened gently using an iridescent 
blue lens in Atlanta. Known for distinctive and 
edgy designs this chronograph stainless steel 
timepiece will be sure to please. The classic 
use of a silver colour bracelet highlights 
the coloured glass used to encase the 
functional movement with added date 
feature. The masculine form reflects a 
futuristic approach to the use of large 
oversized numerals at 3, 6, 9 and 12hrs. 
This timepiece is rebellious and boasts 
flamboyant confidence, with 10ATM 
added reliability, for the most 
younique personalities.

Bring your wardrobe to life with this new and younique collection 
of timepieces by POLICE.
The bold and definite line and form showcase this brands unique design detailing, with 
eclectic colour palettes and irregular shaped casings creating new dimensions to any 
look. The atmosphere created is magnetic, bringing your own self reflected style to 
the forefront, allowing you to be the centre of attention. Stop wasting time and get on 
board this younique and original concept, ensuring you stay in style in your own way, 
rocking you into the future of timepiece design.
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Whether you are searching for a classic timepiece with 
functional detailing or something to take you from day to 
night stylishly, Maverick has got you covered. The large 

circular dial with the sleek and timeless use of an ion-
plated gun-metal colour palette, this multifunctional watch 

is bold and sophisticated, just like you. The illuminated 
indices mould into the gun-metal dial, highlighted with 

a date feature, 10ATM and 3-hand movement, focuses on 
launching your younique style into the future. Melting into the 

metal bracelet this timepiece gives you the confidence to get 
out there and rock your lifestyle choices, with added reliability 

like no other brand.

Old world antique charm has been glammed up with 
this new timepiece design, Ranger II, by POLICE. The 
smooth and alluring brown strap wraps neatly around 
the ion-plated antique brown casing, luring the eyes 
towards the gun coloured dial, highlighting the 
two modern oversized 6 and 12 numerals. The 
splendid craftsmanship is backed up with 5 ATM, 
3-hand and date feature together with functional 
movement and brings tribute to the reliability 
that comes with this younique brand. 

Maverick

Ranger II
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Stand up and charge your younique style towards a 
timepiece that puts you in first place, Stampede by 
Police. Your timepiece should be as individual as you 
yourself, and nothing says timeless style like a jet-black 
accessory. The centerpiece black dial is smothered 
in rocker edginess with an ion-plated black casing, 
softened gently using a gun-metal top ring. The 
oversized 12hr numeral takes centre stage as you 
head to the front of the fashion race, backed with 
the reliability of 5ATM, 3-hand movement and date 
feature. Stay in winning form with this younique 
design that is as bold as you are.

Everyone loves a personally tailored trip somewhere 
new; POLICE has just the answer this season with a 
new timepiece, Voyager. The subtle stainless steel dial 
and casing, nurtures the bold silver dial with oversized 
and bold numerals at irregular intervals, completed 
with a classic black strap. The signature Police logo 
immediately makes you look twice, becoming sleekly a 
part of you with the added reliability of 5ATM and 3-hand 
movement. Making a statement this season is the clever 
use of a octagonal stainless steel casing, a younique 
and fresh approach to allowing your accessories to 
showcase the very best of you.

Stampede

Voyager
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